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Introduction
Fate of Antimatter
The Universe today: 1 proton/m3 BUT: „no“ antiprotons !?  110 neutrinos/cm3





If there is a difference:
Does it explain the
disappearance of antimatter ? 






Mass Ordering („Hierarchy“) 
1 < 2 < 3 (normal) or 3 < 1 < 2 (inverted)? 
Neutrinos
CP Violation 
Comparison of neutrino and anti-neutrino oscillation
JUNO
Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory
20.000 tons of scintillator
15.000 photomultipliers
Deep underground (700 m)




and from the cosmos
 Determine mass hierarchy of neutrinos
 Prepare for the search for neutrino – anti-
neutrino differences  leptonic CP violation
JUNO
Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory
Activities
• Big Data Experiment
Raw data volume : 10 TByte/s
Intelligent FrontEnd electronics
Reduces data to a manageable amount
(Mobile Technologies 
on a particle detector)
• Preparation of data analysis
• Big data computing ?
People
• RWTH, III. Phys. Inst. B
Prof. Achim Stahl
Prof. Christopher Wiebusch
Electronics / Data Analysis
• FZJ ZEA-2




















A New Project for JARA|FAME
LHCb
Proposal for a new JARA-FAME Project: LHCb
LHCb is a single arm spectrometer
covering 2 < eta < 5
Designed to study heavy flavour 
physics to
• Understand the Matter-Antimatter 
Asymmetry in the Universe
i.e. measure CP-Violation 
using B-Hadrons
• Search for new Physics in 
loop diagrams 
i.e. study rare B-Hadron decays
LHCb at CERN
Prof. Schael, I. Phys. Institut
Hardware Project -
Scintillation Fiber Tracker
• Concept developed at 
I. Physics Insitute (2005-2011)
• Will be installed 2018-2020
• 2020-2025 increase LHCb











Mixing and CP Violation 














Fundamental symmetry principles … 
- dictate the basic laws of physics,
- control the structure of matter, and
- define the fundamental forces in Nature.
(Leon Lederman)
The fundamental theories of physics are 
based on symmetry considerations, yet:











One decay happens more frequently
CP-symmetry is broken
BUT: CPV of Standard Modell is too small !!
